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Iteration semirings are Conway semirings satisfying Conway’s group identities. We show
that the semirings Nrat〈〈*〉〉 of rational power series with coefﬁcients in the semiring N
of natural numbers are the free partial iteration semirings. Moreover, we characterize the
semirings Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 as the free semirings in the variety of iteration semirings deﬁned by
three additional simple identities, whereN∞ is the completion ofN obtained by adding a
point at inﬁnity. We also show that this latter variety coincides with the variety generated
by the complete, or continuous semirings. As a consequence of these results, we obtain that
the semirings Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉, equipped with the sum order, are free in the class of symmet-
ric inductive *-semirings. This characterization corresponds to Kozen’s axiomatization of
regular languages.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A (nondeterministic) ﬁnite automaton can be given several different semantics. Its traditional behavior is the language
recognized by the automaton. Another semantics was introduced by M. Schützenberger in [42] who deﬁned the behavior of
an automaton over an alphabet  as a function * → N, where each word w in * is mapped to the number of all paths
from an initial state to a ﬁnal state labeled w. Such a function is usually called a formal power series over the semiring N of
natural numbers, cf. [5,16]. More generally, one can associate a weight in N with each transition and compute the weight of
a wordw by summing up the weights of all paths from an initial state to a ﬁnal state labeledw, where the weight of a path is
the product of the weights of the transitions along the path. Yet another semantics is obtained by considering bisimulaton
equivalence classes of ﬁnite automata, cf. [36,38].
Each of the above semantics has a corresponding algebraic characterization. Kleene’s theorem equates the languages
recognizable by ﬁnite automatawith the regular (or rational) languages and its extension toweighted automata by Schützen-
berger characterizes the series recognizable by ﬁnite weighted automata as the rational series. A key ingredient of these
characterizations is the existence of a star operation that allows for the solution of linear ﬁxed point equations. The algebraic
characterization of bisimulation semantics also uses a ﬁxed point operation, cf. [8,35]. The algebras of regular languages have
been characterized as the free algebras in various classes of semirings equipped with a star operation, and the algebras of
bisimulation equivalence classes of ﬁnite automata have been characterized as the free algebras in certain classes of iteration
algebras, or iteration theories, cf. [8,35]. In this paper, our aim is to provide such characterizations for rational power series
over the semiring N of natural numbers and its completion with a point at inﬁnity. The main use of the freeness results is
that they give rise to formal systems in which one can provide simple algebraic proofs of the equality of two speciﬁcations
of the behavior of ﬁnite automata with respect to the appropriate semantics. Moreover, the formal systems explain in an
abstract logical setting the main differences between the various semantics.
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Regular languages over an alphabet forma *-semiring, or "star semiring", i.e., a semiring equippedwith a star operation.
In this *-semiringReg(*), sum is set union, product is concatenation and the star operation is Kleene iteration. Other natural
*-semirings include the semirings of binary relations on a set, where sum is set union, product is relational composition and
the star operation is the formation of the reﬂexive-transitive closure.
Salomaa [41] has axiomatized the *-semirings Reg(*) of regular languages using a few simple identities and the unique
ﬁxed point rule asserting that if the regular language a does not contain the empty word then for any regular language b, a*b
is the unique solution of the ﬁxed point equation x = ax + b. There are several ways of expressing the empty word property
using a ﬁrst-order language. Probably, the simplest way is by the inequality 1 + a /= a. Using this, the unique ﬁxed point
rule can be formulated as the ﬁrst-order axiom
∀a∀b∀x((1 + a /= a ∧ ax + b = x) ⇒ x = a*b).
Salomaa’s result then amounts to the assertion that for any , Reg(*) is freely generated in the class of *-semirings
satisfying a ﬁnite number of (simple) identities and the above axiom. We have thus a ﬁnite ﬁrst-order axiomatization of
regular languages.
The unique ﬁxed point rule is a sentence in the ﬁrst-order language of *-semirings. Because of the extra condition on a,
the unique ﬁxed point rule is not a quasi-identity. A ﬁnite axiomatization using only quasi-identities has been ﬁrst obtained
by Archangelsky and Gorshkov, cf. [2]. A second, and perhapsmore serious concern is that several natural *-semirings which
satisfy all identities of regular languages are not models of the unique ﬁxed point rule. Examples of such semirings are
the semirings of binary relations mentioned above, since for binary relations, the equation x = ax + b usually has several
solutions, even if 1 + a /= a (i.e., when a not reﬂexive). On the other hand, a*b is least among all solutions, so that
∀a∀b∀x(x = ax + b ⇒ a*b ≤ x),
where a*b ≤ x may be viewed as an abbreviation for a*b + x = x. And indeed, the *-semirings of regular languages can be
characterized as the free algebras in a quasi-variety of *-semirings2 deﬁned by a ﬁnite set of simple identities and the above
least ﬁxed point rule, or the least pre-ﬁxed point rule
∀a∀b∀x(ax + b ≤ x ⇒ a*b ≤ x),
which is also a quasi-identity. This result is due to Krob [30]. In [26,28], Kozen also required the dual of the least (pre-)ﬁxed
point rule
∀a∀b∀x(xa + b ≤ x ⇒ ba* ≤ x),
and gave a simpler proof of completeness of this system. Several other ﬁnite axiomatizations are derivable from Krob’s and
Kozen’s systems, see [12,13,9].
But the largest class of algebras in which the *-semirings of regular languages are free is of course a variety. This variety,
the class of all *-semirings satisfying all identities true of regular languages, is the same as the variety generated by all
*-semirings of binary relations. Thus, regular languages and binary relations satisfy the same set of identities. The question
whether this variety is ﬁnitely based was answered by Redko [39,40] and Conway [15], who showed that there is no ﬁnite
(ﬁrst-order or equational) axiomatization. The question of ﬁnding inﬁnite equational bases was considered in [7,30]. The
system given in Krob [30] consists of the Conway semiring identities, the identity 1* = 1, and Conway’s group identities
[15] associated with the ﬁnite (simple) groups. Conway semirings were ﬁrst deﬁned formally in [6,8]. Conway semirings
are *-semirings satisfying the sum star and product star identities: (a + b)* = a*(ba*)* and (ab)* = a(ba)*b + 1. Conway
semirings satisfying the inﬁnite collection of group identities are called iteration semirings, cf. [8,19]. The terminology is
due to the fact that iteration semirings are exactly the semirings which are iteration algebras, i.e., satisfy the axioms of
iteration theories [8] which capture the equational properties of the ﬁxed point operation. Thus, Krob’s result characterizes
the semirings of regular languages as the free iteration semirings satisfying 1* = 1 (which implies that sum is idempotent).
Another proof of this result using iteration theories is obtained by combining the axiomatization of regular languages from
[7] and the completeness (of certain generalizations of) the group identities for iteration theories, established in [19].
In thispaper,wedrop the idempotencyof the sumoperationandconsider the semiringsof rational power seriesNrat〈〈*〉〉
and Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 over the semiring N of natural numbers and its completion N∞ with a point of inﬁnity. While regular
languages are the traditional behaviors of ﬁnite (nondeterministic) automata, or ﬁnite automata over the Boolean semiring
B, rational power series over an arbitrary semiring S are the behaviors of weighted ﬁnite automata over S, cf. [5,16]. The
star operation in N is deﬁned only on the integer 0 giving 0* = 1, whereas N∞ has a completely deﬁned star operation:
0* = 1 and n* = ∞ for all n /= 0. Accordingly, the star operation inNrat〈〈*〉〉 is deﬁned only on those proper power series
having 0 as the coefﬁcient of the empty word (the empty word property), whereas the star operation in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 is totally
deﬁned. We prove that Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by in the variety V of all iteration semirings satisfying the identities
1*1* = 1*, 1*a = a1* and 1*(1*a)* = 1*a*. This result is also of interest because V coincides with the variety generated by
those *-semirings that arise from (countably) complete or continuous semirings by deﬁning a* as the sum
∑
n≥0 an. Fixed
2 A (quasi-)variety of *-semirings is a class of *-semirings axiomatizable by a a set of (quasi-)identities.
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point computations over continuous semirings have received a lot of attention lately, see e.g. [21–23]. SinceN does not have
a totally deﬁned star operation, star inNrat〈〈*〉〉 is deﬁned only on the proper rational series which form an ideal. We prove
that Nrat〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by  in the class of all partial iteration semirings, i.e., semirings equipped with a partial
star operation whose domain of deﬁnition is an ideal I which satisﬁes the iteration semiring identities when star is applied
only to elements of I. As a consequence of the equational axiomatizations, we show that Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉, equipped with the the
sum order, is freely generated by  in the class of ordered *-semirings satisfying the ﬁxed point identity aa* + 1 = a* and
the least pre-ﬁxed point rule and its dual; or the ﬁxed point identity, the inequation a1* ≤ 1*a, and the least pre-ﬁxed point
rule.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the notion of semirings and power series. Section 3 is devoted
to (partial) Conway and iteration semirings. In Section 4, we provide a formulation of the Kleene–Schützenberger theorem
for (partial) Conway semirings from [8,11]. In the characterization of the semirings Nrat〈〈*〉〉 as the free partial iteration
semirings, in addition to the Kleene–Schützenberger theorem, ourmain toolwill be the commutative identities.We establish
several technical results for the commutative identity in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to proving the freeness result
for the semirings Nrat〈〈*〉〉 mentioned above. Section 7 is devoted to a concrete description of an adjunction between
certain varieties of Conway semirings which is used in sequel. Then, in Section 8 we prove that the semirings Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉
are free in the variety of iteration semirings satisfying three additional simple identities. Last, in Section 9 we characterize
the semirings Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 as the free symmetric inductive *-semirings, and as the free inductive *-semirings satisfying an
additional inequation.
2. Semirings
A semiring [16,24] is an algebra S = (S,+, ·, 0, 1) such that (S,+, 0) is a commutative monoid, where + is called sum or
addition, (S, ·, 1) is a monoid, where · is called product or multiplication. Moreover, 0 is an absorbing element with respect
to multiplication and product distributes over sum:
0 · a=0
a · 0=0
a(b + c)=ab + ac
(b + c)a=ba + ca
for all a, b, c ∈ S. A semiring S is called idempotent if
a + a=a
for all a ∈ S, and commutative if
ab=ba
for all a, b ∈ S. Amorphismof semirings preserves the sumandproduct operations and the constants 0 and 1. Since semirings
are deﬁned by identities, the class of all semirings is a variety (see e.g. [25]) as is the class of all idempotent or commutative
semirings.
An important example of a semiring is the semiringN = (N,+, ·, 0, 1) of natural numbers equipped with the usual sum
and product operations. An important example of an idempotent semiring is the Boolean semiring B whose underlying set
is {0, 1} andwhose sum and product operations are the operations∨ and∧, i.e., disjunction and conjunction. ActuallyN and
B are, respectively, the initial semiring and the initial idempotent semiring. The semiringN∞ is deﬁned on the setN ∪ {∞}
so that it contains N as a subsemiring and n + ∞ = ∞ + n = ∞ andm∞ = ∞m = ∞ for all n,m ∈ N ∪ {∞},m /= 0.
We describe two constructions on semirings. For more information on semirings, the reader is referred to Golan’s book
[24].
The ﬁrst construction is that of matrix semirings. When S is a semiring, then for each n ≥ 0 the set Sn×n of all n × n
matrices over S is also a semiring. The sum operation is deﬁned pointwise and product is the usual matrix product. The
constants are the matrix 0n all of whose entries are 0 (often denoted just 0), and the matrix En whose only nonzero entries
are the diagonal ones, which are all 1. In addition to squarematrices, wewill also considermore general rectangularmatrices
with the usual deﬁnition of sum and product. (Rectangularmatrices over S form a semiadditive category that can canonically
be assigned to S butwewill avoid using categorical notions.)Whenρ is a function {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , p}, for some n, p ≥ 0,
there is a corresponding n × p matrix over each semiring: it is a 0–1 matrix with a 1 on the (i, j)th position exactly when
iρ = j. Suchmatriceswill be called functional. A permutationmatrix is a functionalmatrix that corresponds to a permutation.
The second construction is that of power series andpolynomial semirings, cf. [5]. Suppose that S is a semiring and is a set.
Let* denote the free monoid of all words over including the empty word . A power series over S (in the noncommuting
letters in ) is a function s : * → S. It is a common practice to represent a power series s as a formal sum∑w∈*(s,w)w,
where the coefﬁcient (s,w) isws, the value of s on the wordw. The support of a series s is the set supp(s) = {w : (s,w) /= 0}.
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When supp(s) is ﬁnite, s is called a polynomial. We let S〈〈*〉〉 and S〈*〉, respectively, denote the collection of all power
series and polynomials over S in the letters. More generally, when S
′ ⊆ S, we let S′〈〈*〉〉 denote the set of all power series
in S〈〈*〉〉 all of whose coefﬁcients are in S′. The set of polynomials S′〈*〉 is deﬁned in the same way. We denote by S′〈〉
(no star) the collection of those polynomials in S′〈*〉 which are linear combinations over .
We deﬁne the sum s + s′ and product s · s′ of two series s, s′ ∈ S〈〈*〉〉 as follows. For all w ∈ *,
(s + s′,w)=(s,w) + (s′,w)
(s · s′,w)= ∑
uu′=w
(s, u)(s′, u′).
Wemay identify any element s ∈ Swith the series, in fact polynomial, whichmaps  to s and all other elements of* to 0. In
particular, 0 and 1 may be viewed as polynomials. It is well-known that equipped with the above operations and constants,
S〈〈*〉〉 is a semiring which contains S〈*〉 as a subsemiring.
Note that B〈〈*〉〉 is isomorphic to the semiring Lang(*) of languages in *, where addition corresponds to set union
and multiplication to concatenation. An isomorphism maps each series in B〈〈*〉〉 to its support, and the inverse of this
isomorphismmaps each language L ⊆ * to its characteristic series sdeﬁnedby (s,w) = 1 ifw ∈ L and (s,w) = 0, otherwise.
The following fact is well-known.
Theorem 1. Given any semirings S, S′, any semiring morphism hS : S → S′ and any function h :  → S′ such that
(shS)(ah)=(ah)(shS) (1)
for all a ∈  and s ∈ S, there is a unique semiring morphism h : S〈*〉 → S′ which extends both hS and h.
The condition (1) means that for any s ∈ S and letter a ∈ , shS commutes with ah. In particular, since N is initial, and
since when S = N the condition (1) holds automatically, we obtain that any map  → S′ into a semiring S′ extends to
a unique semiring morphism N〈*〉 → S′, i.e., the polynomial semiring N〈*〉 is freely generated by  in the variety of
semirings. In the same way, B〈*〉 is freely generated by  in the variety of idempotent semirings.
3. Conway and iteration semirings
In this section,we review the notions of (partial) Conway semiring and iteration semiring. The notions and facts presented
here will be used in the freeness results.
The deﬁnition of Conway semirings involves two important identities of regular languages. They appear implicitly in
Conway [15] and were ﬁrst deﬁned explicitly in [6,8]. Partial Conway semirings appear in [11]. Recall that an ideal of a
semiring S is a set I ⊆ S which contains 0 and satisﬁes I + I ⊆ I and SI ∪ IS ⊆ I.
This section is based on [8,11].
Deﬁnition 2. A partial *-semiring is a semiring equippedwith a partially deﬁned star operation a → a*whose domainD(S)
is an ideal. A partial Conway semiring is a *-semiring S satisfying the sum star and product star identities:
(1) Sum star identity:
(a + b)*=a*(ba*)* (2)
for all a, b ∈ D(S).
(2) Product star identity:
(ab)*=1 + a(ba)*b, (3)
for all a, b ∈ S such that a ∈ D(S) or b ∈ D(S).
A *-semiring is a partial *-semiring S with D(S) = S, i.e., the star operation is totally deﬁned. A Conway semiring is a partial
Conway semiring which is a *-semiring. Morphisms h : S → S′ of (partial) *-semirings and (partial) Conway semirings
preserve the ideal and star operation: If a ∈ D(S) then ah ∈ D(S′) and a*h = (ah)*.
Note that in any partial Conway semiring S,
aa* + 1=a* (4)
a*a + 1=a* (5)
0*=1 (6)
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for all a ∈ D(S). Moreover, for all a, b ∈ S with a ∈ D(S) or b ∈ D(S),
(ab)*a=a(ba)*. (7)
It then follows that also
(a + b)*=(a*b)*a* (8)
for all a, b ∈ D(S), which can be used instead of (2) in the deﬁnition of partial Conway semirings. By (4) and (5), for any a, b in
a partial Conway semiring S, if a ∈ D(S) then a*b is a solution of the equation x = ax + b and ba* is a solution of x = xa + b.
In particular, a+ = aa* = a*a is a solution of both x = ax + a and x = xa + a.
An important feature of (partial) Conway semirings is that square matrices over them also form (partial) Conway
semirings.
Deﬁnition 3. Suppose that S is a partial Conway semiring. We turn the semirings Sk×k , k ≥ 0 into partial *-semirings. Note
that D(S)k×k , the collection of all k × k matrices all of whose entries are in D(S) is an ideal of Sk×k . The star operation will
be deﬁned on this ideal. When k = 0, Sk×k is trivial as is the deﬁnition of star. When k = 1, we use the star operation on S.
Assuming that k > 1 we write k = n + 1. For a matrix
(
A B
C D
)
deﬁne(
A B
C D
)∗ =(α β
γ δ
)
(9)
where A ∈ D(S)n×n, B ∈ D(S)n×1, C ∈ D(S)1×n, and D ∈ D(S)1×1, and where
α = (A + BD*C)* β = αBD*
γ = δCA* δ = (D + CA*B)*.
The above deﬁnition may seem to be somewhat arbitrary. However, if S is a Conway semiring, γ is equal to D*Cα and β
is equal to A*Bδ.
Proposition 4. When S is a (partial) Conway semiring, so is each Sn×n.Moreover, thematrix star identity (9) holds for allmatrices(
A B
C D
)
with A ∈ D(S)n×n, B ∈ D(S)n×m, C ∈ D(S)m×n, and D ∈ D(S)m×m, all n,m ≥ 0.
In fact, (AB)* = A(BA)*B + En holds for all rectangular matrices A ∈ D(S)n×m and B ∈ D(S)m×n.
For later use we note that the following permutation identity holds in all (partial) Conway semirings.
Proposition 5. When S is a partial Conway semiring, A ∈ D(S)n×n and π is an n × n permutation matrix with transpose π T ,
then (πAπ T )* = πA*π T .
Following Conway [15], we associate an identity in (partial) Conway semirings with each ﬁnite group. Let G be a ﬁnite
group of order n. Without loss of generality we may assume that the elements of G are the integers 1, . . . , n. Moreover,
because the permutation identity holds in all (partial) Conway semirings, without loss of generality wemay ﬁx a sequencing
of the elements and assume that 1 is the unit element of G.
Deﬁnition 6. We say that the group identity associated with a ﬁnite group G of order n holds in a partial Conway semiring
S if
e1MG*un=(a1 + · · · + an)* (10)
holds, where a1, . . . , an are arbitrary elements in D(S), and whereMG is the n × nmatrix whose (i, j)th entry is ai−1j , for all
i, j ∈ G, and e1 is the 1 × n 0–1 matrix whose ﬁrst entry is 1 and whose other entries are 0, ﬁnally un is the n × 1 matrix all
of whose entries are 1.
Eq. (10) asserts that the sum of the entries of the ﬁrst row of MG* is (a1 + · · · + an)*. For example, the group identity
associated with the group of order 2 is
(
1 0
) (a1 a2
a2 a1
)∗ (1
1
)
=(a1 + a2)*,
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which by the matrix star identity can be written as
(a1 + a2a1*a2)*(1 + a2a1*)=(a1 + a2)*. (11)
When the semiring is a Conway semiring, this is further equivalent to the power identity (c2)*(1 + c) = c*. Indeed, in Conway
semirings satisfying this power identity, (a1 + a2a1*a2)*(1 + a2a1*) = (a1*a2a1*a2)*(1 + a1*a2)a1* = (a1*a2)*a1* =
(a1 + a2)*. Moreover, substituting 0 for a1 and c for a2 in (11) gives the above power identity in any Conway semiring.
Deﬁnition 7. We say that a Conway semiring S is an iteration semiring if it satisﬁes all group identities. We say that a partial
Conway semiring S is a partial iteration semiring if it satisﬁes all group identities (10) where a1, . . . , an range over D(S). A
morphism of (partial) iteration semirings is a (partial) Conway semiring morphism.
We end this section by recalling from [8,11] that power series semirings are (partial) iteration semirings. Suppose that
S is a semiring and  is a set, and consider the semiring S〈〈*〉〉. A series s ∈ S〈〈*〉〉 is called proper [5] if (s, ) = 0. It is
clear that the proper series form an ideal of S〈〈*〉〉. It is well-known (see e.g. [5]) that when s is proper and r is any series,
there is a unique series that solves the ﬁxed point equation x = sx + r, and that this solution is s*r, where s* is the unique
solution of y = sy + 1.
Proposition 8. For any semiring S, the power series semiring S〈〈*〉〉, equipped with the star operation deﬁned on proper series,
is a partial iteration semiring.
The semiring N may be turned into a partial iteration semiring (in fact, initial partial iteration semiring) by deﬁning the
star operation only on the integer 0 with 0* = 1. More generally, it follows from Proposition 8 that for each , N〈〈*〉〉 is a
partial iteration semiring.
When S is a *-semiring, it is possible to turn star into a total operation. Given a series s ∈ S〈〈*〉〉, it can be written in a
unique way as s = s0 + r, where s0 ∈ S and r is proper. Since s0 is in S and S has a star operation, s0* is deﬁned. We deﬁne
s* = (s0*r)*s0*, where (s0*r)* is the unique solution of the equation x = (s0*r)x + 1 as before. The following fact is a special
case of a more general result proved in [6,8], where it was shown that if a semiring S is the direct sum of a subsemiring S0
and an ideal I such that S0 is an iteration semiring and for any a ∈ I and b ∈ S the ﬁxed point equation x = ax + b has a
unique solution, then there is a unique way to extend the star operation of S0 to the whole semiring S such that S becomes
an iteration semiring.
Proposition 9. When S is an iteration semiring, so is S〈〈*〉〉.
We may turn the semirings B and N∞ into iteration semirings by deﬁning 0* = 1* = 1 in B and 0* = 1 and n* = ∞
for all n /= 0 in N∞, see e.g. [8]. Thus, by Proposition 9, for any set , both B〈〈*〉〉 and N∞〈〈*〉〉 are iteration semirings.
Of course, B〈〈*〉〉 is isomorphic to Lang(*) equipped with Kleene iteration.
4. The Kleene–Schützenberger theorem
Let S denote a semiring, let  denote a set, and consider the power series semiring S〈〈*〉〉 which is a partial iteration
semiring (or an iteration semiring, if S is). As usual, we identify each letter in  and each element of S with a series. We call
a series s in S〈〈*〉〉 rational if s belongs to the least partial iteration subsemiring of S〈〈*〉〉 containing S ∪ , i.e., when s is
contained in the least subsemiring of S〈〈*〉〉 containing S ∪  closed under the star operation. We let Srat〈〈*〉〉 denote the
partial iteration semiring of all rational power series in S〈〈*〉〉. The Kleene–Schützenberger theorem [5] equates rational
power series with the power series recognizable by (weighted) automata. For later use, below we give a general deﬁnition
of automata applicable to all partial Conway semirings, see [11,8].
Deﬁnition 10. Let S be a partial Conway semiring and suppose that S0 is a subsemiring of S and  is a subset of D(S). An
automaton in S over (S0,) is a triplet A = (α, A,β), where for some integer n, α ∈ S1×n0 , β ∈ Sn×10 , and A ∈ (S0)n×n,
where S0 is the set of all ﬁnite linear combinations of the elements of  with coefﬁcients in S0. The integer n is called the
dimension of A. The behavior of A is |A| = αA*β .
Thus, when the partial Conway semiring is S〈〈*〉〉, where S is a semiring, S0 is S and  is the collection of power series
corresponding to the letters in , we obtain the usual notion of a (weighted) automaton. We let S
rec〈〈*〉〉 denote the
collection of all power series which are behaviors of such automata. The Kleene–Schützenberger theorem is:
Theorem 11. Srat〈〈*〉〉 = Srec〈〈*〉〉.
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For a proof, see [11]. Below we will call an automaton (over (S,)) in S〈〈*〉〉 also an automaton in Srat〈〈*〉〉. When
A = (α, A,β) is an automaton in Srat〈〈*〉〉 and h is a function Srat〈〈*〉〉 → S′ into a partial iteration semiring that is a
semiring morphism on S, maps  into D(S′) and preserves linear combinations in S〈〉, then Ah = ((αh), (Ah), (βh)) is an
automaton in S′ (over (Sh,h)).
For later use we also give the following result from [11].
Theorem 12. Suppose that S is a semiring and  is a set, so that S
rat〈〈*〉〉 is a partial iteration semiring. Suppose that S′ is a
partial iteration semiring and h is a function Srat〈〈*〉〉 → S′. Then h is a morphism of partial iteration semirings iff the restriction
of h onto S is a semiring morphism, h maps  to D(S′) and preserves linear combinations in S〈〉; moreover, h preserves the
behavior of automata, so that |A|h = |Ah| for all automata A in Srat〈〈*〉〉.
5. The commutative identity
In the proof of our results, we will deduce the equality A*ρ = ρB* from the equality Aρ = ρB, where A is an m × m, B
is an n × nmatrix over a partial iteration semiring, and ρ is anm × n functional matrix. The commutative identity, deﬁned
below, is a generalization of the group identities which holds in all (partial) iteration semirings. The commutative identity
allows us to infer the implication above, under certain conditions. Originally, the commutative identity was introduced
for iteration theories [8] that capture the equational properties of the ﬁxed point operation in many models relevant to
Computer Science. In this more general “dagger form”, the commutative identity has been used in many axiomatization
results involving the least ﬁxed point operation over continuous or monotone functions over complete lattices, the initial
ﬁxed point operation over algebraically complete categories, bisimulation equivalence of synchronization trees, etc. See [8]
for an overview.
In order to illustrate the commutative identity and its use, consider the following situation. Assume that A, B and ρ are
as above, but for simplicity assume that ρ as a function is surjective and monotone, collapsing the ﬁrstm1 integers to 1, the
nextm2 integers to 2, etc. Then write A as a block matrix (Aij)ij , where each Aij is ami × mj matrix for all i, j = 1, . . . , n. The
condition that Aρ = ρBmeans that each row sum of any Aij is bij , the (i, j)th entry of matrix B. Similarly, A*ρ = ρB*means
that A* can be written as a matrix of blocks of size mi × mj , i, j = 1, . . . , n, and for each i and j, each row sum of the (i, j)th
block is equal to the (i, j)th entry of B*. Now assume that the following stronger condition holds for the matrices A and B:
There exist some row matrices cij, i, j = 1, . . . , n such that each bij is the sum of the entries of cij and each entry of each Aij is a
sum of certain entries of cij such that each entry of cij appears exactly once as a summand in each row of Aij.
Then the commutative identity implies A*ρ = ρB*. By adding 0’s to the row matrices cij we can make all of them size
1 × k, for some k, or alternatively, as we do below, we can make each cij size 1 × kj , so that the size of cij only depends on j.
Thus the row matrices cij can be arranged in the form of a block matrix C = (cij)ij as below.
Before formally deﬁning the commutative identity, we introduce some notation. Let S be any semiring and consider
matricesA ∈ Sm×n and B1, . . . , Bm ∈ Sn×p.We letA||(B1, . . . , Bm)denote thematrix in Sm×p whose rows areA1B1, . . . , AmBm,
where A1, . . . , Am are the rows of A.
Deﬁnition 13. Suppose that S is a partial *-semiring. We say that the commutative identity holds in S if for all C ∈ D(S)n×k ,
m × n functional matrix ρ , k × m functional matrices ρ1, . . . , ρm and k × n functional matrices τ1, . . . , τn with ρiρ = τiρ
for all i = 1, . . . ,m,
((ρC)||(ρ1, . . . , ρm))*ρ=ρ(C||(τ1, . . . , τn))*.
Note that under the assumptions we have Aρ = ρB for the matrices A = (ρC)||(ρ1, . . . , ρm) and B = C||(τ1, . . . , τn), and
that the commutative identity asserts that A*ρ = ρB*.
The commutative identity has a dual which also holds in all (partial) iteration semirings, see [19,11]. It can be formulated
as follows.
Deﬁnition 14. Suppose that S is a partial *-semiring. We say that the dual commutative identity holds in S if for all C ∈
D(S)k×n, m × n functional matrix ρ , k × m functional matrices ρ1, . . . , ρm and k × n functional matrices τ1, . . . , τn with
ρiρ = τiρ for all i = 1, . . . ,m,
ρT ((ρT1 , . . . , ρ
T
m)||(CρT ))*=((τ T1 , . . . , τ Tn )||C)*ρT .
Here (B1, . . . , Bn)||A is the matrix whose columns are B1A1, . . . , BnAn, where A1, . . . , An are the columns of A, A is m × n
and B1, . . . , Bn are p × m.
Proposition 15. The commutative identity and its dual hold in all (partial) iteration semirings.
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Proof. This is established in [19]. It is shown that the Conway theory identities together with the dagger forms of the group
identities imply the dagger form of the commutative identity. As shown in [8], this implies that in Conway semirings, the
group identities imply the commutative identity. Since the dual of any iteration semiring is also an iteration semiring, cf.
[19,20], it follows that the dual commutative identity also holds in all iteration semirings. For partial iteration semirings,
see [11]. 
Deﬁnition 16. A semiring S is atomistic if for any a1, . . . , am and b1, . . . , bn in S if a1 + · · · + am = b1 + · · · + bn then there
exist c1, . . . , ck in S and partitions I1, . . . , Im and J1, . . . , Jn of the set {1, . . . , k} such that
ai=
∑
p∈Ii
cp
bj=
∑
q∈Jj
cq
for each i = 1, . . . ,m and j = 1, . . . , n.
As far as we know, the term “atomistic” is new. It was chosen by analogy with atomic Boolean algebras and the semirings of
all subsets of a ﬁnite set X , with union and intersection as sum and product.
Other examples of atomistic semirings are B, N and N∞. Every bounded distributive lattice is an atomistic semi-
ring. Indeed, if a1 + · · · + am = b1 + · · · + bn in a distributive lattice, then consider the elements aibj , i = 1, . . . ,m, j =
1, . . . , n. Thenwe have aib1 + · · · + aibn = ai(b1 + · · · + bn) = ai(a1 + · · · + am) = aia1 + · · · + aiam = ai, for each i =
1, . . . ,m. Similarly, a1bj + · · · + ambj = bj for each j = 1, . . . , n. A non-atomistic *-semiring can be constructed by con-
sidering the semiring B〈〈{a, b, c, d}*〉〉 which is isomorphic to the *-semiring Lang({a, b, c, d}*) of all languages over the
four-element alphabet {a, b, c, d}. Say that a language X ⊆ {a, b, c, d}* is closed if whenever for some words u, v it contains
both uav and ubv then it also contains ucv and udv and vice versa. Now any intersection of closed languages is closed, so
that each language X is contained in a least closed language X . Deﬁne the relation ∼ as follows: for any two languages X , Y ,
X ∼ Y iff X = Y . It is easy to show that ∼ preserves all operations of *-semirings so that ∼ is a *-semiring congruence and
thus S = Lang({a, b, c, d}*)/∼ is an iteration semiring. Now the quotient S/∼ is not atomistic. Indeed,
{a}/∼ +{b}/∼ = {a, b}/∼ = {a, b, c, d}/∼ = {c, d}/∼ = {c}/∼ +{d}/∼ .
On the other hand, since each of the congruence classes {a}/∼, {b}/∼, {c}/∼, {d}/∼ is a singleton, each has only trivial
decompositions as the sum of congruence classes.
Proposition 17. Suppose that S is atomistic and A ∈ Sm×m, B ∈ Sn×n are such that Aρ = ρB holds for some m × n functional
matrix ρ. Then there is a matrix C ∈ Sn×k , k × m functional matrices ρ1, . . . , ρm and k × n functional matrices τ1, . . . , τn with
ρiρ = τiρ for all i = 1, . . . ,m such that
A=(ρC)||(ρ1, . . . , ρm)
B=C||(τ1, . . . , τn).
Proof. It sufﬁces to consider the case when ρ is surjective and monotone. Thus, the assumption is that A is a block matrix
(Aij)ij such that the sum of each row of each Aij is bij , the (i, j)th entry of B. Since S is atomistic, for each (i, j) there is a row
matrix Cij such that the sum of its entries is bij and each entry of each row of each Aij can be written as a sum of certain
entries of Cij in such a way that each entry of Cij appears exactly once as a summand in each row of Aij . But this is clear since
the semiring is atomistic. 
In a similar way, we have:
Proposition 18. Suppose that S is atomistic and A ∈ Sm×m, B ∈ Sn×n are matrices such that ρTA = BρT holds for some m × n
functional matrix ρ. Then there is a matrix C ∈ Sk×n, k × m functional matrices ρ1, . . . , ρm and k × n functional matrices
τ1, . . . , τn with ρiρ = τiρ for all i = 1, . . . ,m such that
A=(ρT1 , . . . , ρTm)||(CρT )
B=(τ T1 , . . . , τ Tn )||C.
Corollary 19. Suppose that S is atomistic. Let A ∈ S〈〉m×m, B ∈ S〈〉n×n be matrices and let ρ be a functional matrix of size
m × n. If Aρ = ρB then there is a matrix C ∈ S〈〉n×k , k × m functional matrices ρ1, . . . , ρm and k × n functional matrices
τ1, . . . , τn with ρiρ = τiρ for all i = 1, . . . ,m such that
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A=(ρC)||(ρ1, . . . , ρm)
B=C||(τ1, . . . , τn).
Proof. If S is atomistic, so is S〈〉. Thus the result follows from Proposition 17. 
Symmetrically, we have:
Corollary 20. Suppose that S is atomistic. Let A ∈ S〈〉m×m, B ∈ S〈〉n×n and let ρ be a functional matrix of size m × n. If
ρTA = BρT then there is a matrix C ∈ S〈〉k×n, k × m functional matrices ρ1, . . . , ρm and k × n functional matrices τ1, . . . , τn
with ρiρ = τiρ for all i = 1, . . . ,m such that
A=(ρT1 , . . . , ρTm)||(CρT )
B=(τ T1 , . . . , τ Tn )||C.
6. Free partial iteration semirings
In this section, our aim is to show that for any set , Nrat〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by  in the class of partial iteration
semirings. For this reason, assume that S is a partial iteration semiring and h is a function  → D(S). We can extend h to
a semiring morphism N〈*〉 → S. In particular, h is deﬁned on N and on N〈〉, and in a pointwise manner, on matrices
with entries in N or N〈〉.
Wewant to show that h can be extended to a uniquemorphism h : Nrat〈〈*〉〉 → S of partial iteration semirings. For this
reason, we will consider automata A = (α, A,β) (in Nrat〈〈*〉〉) where α ∈ N1×n, β ∈ Nn×1 and A ∈ N〈〉n×n for some
n. Using the function h, we deﬁne the image of A as the automaton Ah in S: Ah = (αh, Ah,βh). We know from Theorem 12
that we are forced to deﬁne h by |A|h = |Ah|, for all automata A. We also know that if this function is well-deﬁned, then
it is a morphism N〈〈*〉〉 → S of partial iteration semirings (which clearly extends h). So all we have to show is that h is
well-deﬁned. The proof of this fact relies on a result proved in [4] that we recall now.
Deﬁnition 21. Let A = (α, A,β) and B = (γ , B, δ) be two automata (in Nrat〈〈*〉〉) of dimensionm and n, respectively. We
say that anm × n functional matrix ρ is a simulation A → B if αρ = γ , ρδ = β and Aρ = ρB hold. Moreover, we say that
ρ is a dual simulation A → B if ρ is a simulation AT → BT , where AT = (βT , AT ,αT ) and BT is deﬁned in the same way.
Note that ρ is a dual simulation A → B iff γρT = α, BρT = ρTA and ρTβ = δ hold.
(More general simulations were deﬁned in [8]. The simulations deﬁned above are the functional and dual functional
simulations of [8]. In the papers [3,4], the terms “covering” and “co-covering” are used for simulation and dual simulation.
Moreover, only simulations and dual simulations corresponding to surjective functions are considered, since in the formu-
lation of Theorem 22 given in [4], the automata are “trim”, i.e., without useless states.) Let ∼ denote the least equivalence
relation such that A ∼ B holds whenever there is a functional simulation or a dual functional simulation A → B. Moreover,
call two automata A and B equivalent if |A| = |B|. The following result was proved in [4]:
Theorem 22. Two automata A and B in Nrat〈〈*〉〉 are equivalent iff A ∼ B.
So our task reduces to showing that for automata A and B in Nrat〈〈*〉〉, if there is a functional or a dual functional
simulation A → B, then |Ah| = |Bh|. Indeed, if this holds, then the function h described above is well-deﬁned: if |A| = |B|,
then there is a sequence of automata C0, . . . , Ck such that A = C0, B = Ck and such that for each i = 0, . . . , k − 1 either
there is a functional simulation Ci → Ci+1, or a functional simulation Ci+1 → Ci, or a dual functional simulation Ci → Ci+1,
or a dual functional simulation Ci+1 → Ci. In either case, |Cih| = |Ci+1h|, and since this holds for all i = 0, . . . , k − 1, we
conclude that |Ah| = |C0h| = |Ckh| = |Bh|.
Lemma 23. Suppose that A = (α, A,β) and B = (γ , B, δ) are automata in Nrat〈〈*〉〉 of dimension m and n, respectively.
Suppose that ρ is an m × n functional matrix which is a simulation A → B. Then |Ah| = |Bh|.
Proof. Since Aρ = ρB, it follows from Corollary 19 that there exists a matrix C ∈ N〈〉n×k and k × m functional ma-
trices ρ1, . . . , ρm and k × n functional matrices τ1, . . . , τn with ρiρ = τiρ for all i such that A = (ρC)||(ρ1, . . . , ρm) and
B = C||(τ1, . . . , τn). Thus, also Ah = ((ρh)(Ch))||(ρ1h, . . . , ρmh) and Bh = (Ch)||(τ1h, . . . , τnh). Thus, by the commutative
identity, (Ah)*(ρh) = (ρh)(Bh)*. Thus,
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|Ah|=(αh)(Ah)*(βh)
=(αh)(Ah)*((ρδ)h)
=(αh)(Ah)*(ρh)(δh)
=(αh)(ρh)(Bh)*(δh)
=((αρ)h)(Bh)*(δh)
=(γ h)(Bh)*(δh)
=|Bh|. 
Lemma 24. Suppose that A and B are ﬁnite automata as above of dimension m and n, respectively. Suppose that ρ is an m × n
functional matrix which is a dual simulation A → B. Then |Ah| = |Bh|.
Proof. Since ρ is a simulation AT → BT , it follows as above that AT = (ρCT )||(ρ1, . . . , ρm) and BT = CT ||(τ1, . . . , τn) for
some CT , ρ1, . . . , ρm and τ1, . . . , τn with ρiρ = τiρ . Thus, A = (ρT1 , . . . , ρTm)||(CρT ) and B = (τ T1 , . . . , τ Tn )||C. The proof can
be completed as above using the dual commutative identity. 
The main result of this section is:
Theorem 25. Nrat〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by  in the class of partial iteration semirings. In detail, given any partial iteration
semiring S and function h :  → D(S), there is a unique partial iteration semiring morphism h : Nrat〈〈*〉〉 → S extending h.
Proof. Given S and h, deﬁne h as follows. First, extend h to a semiring morphism N〈*〉 → S′. By Theorem 11, we
know that every rational series in Nrat〈〈*〉〉 is the behavior of an automaton in Nrat〈〈*〉〉. We also know that for any
rational power series r ∈ Nrat〈〈*〉〉 recognized by an automaton A, we are forced to deﬁne rh = |Ah|. By Theorem 22,
Lemmas 23 and 24, h is well-deﬁned. It is clear that h extends h. Moreover, by Theorem 12, h is a morphism of partial
iteration semirings. 
Remark 26. The paper [11] also deﬁnes partial iterative semirings as partial *-semirings S such that for each a, b ∈ S, if
a ∈ D(S), then a*b is the unique solution of the equation x = ax + b. It is shown that every partial iterative semiring is
a partial iteration semiring, and that for any semiring S and set , the power series semiring S〈〈*〉〉 is a partial iterative
semiring. Thus, Srat〈〈*〉〉 is also a partial iterative semiring. Since morphisms of partial iterative semirings preserve star,
it follows that Nrat〈〈*〉〉 is the free partial iterative semiring on . This fact is related to a result proved in [37], where
Morisaki and Sakai extended Salomaa’s axiomatization [41] of regular languages to rational power series over ﬁelds (ormore
generally, principal ideal domains).
Theorem 25 can be generalized. Consider a power series semiring Srat〈〈*〉〉 where S is any semiring. We can deﬁne
simulations and dual simulations and the relation ∼ for automata in Srat〈〈*〉〉 over (S,) in the same way as above. For
example, when A = (α, A,β) and B = (γ , B, δ) are automata over (S,) of dimensionm and n, then a simulation A → B is
anm × n functional matrix ρ such that αρ = γ , Aρ = ρB and β = ρδ. If ρ is a simulation A → B, then
αAkβ = αAkρδ = αρBkδ = γ Bkδ
for all k, and thus |A| = |B|, i.e.,A and B are equivalent. In a similar way, ifρ is a dual simulationA → B, then |A| = |B|. Thus,
if A ∼ B, then A and B are equivalent. In the following generalization of Theorem 25, we will assume that also the converse
property is true, if A and B are equivalent then A ∼ B.
Theorem 27. Let S be a semiring and  a set. Suppose that if two automata A, B in Srat〈〈*〉〉 over (S,) are equivalent then
A ∼ Bholds.Moreover, suppose that S is atomistic. Then Srat〈〈*〉〉has the followinguniversal property.Given anypartial iteration
semiring S′, semiring morphism hS : S → S′ and function h :  → S′ such that shS commutes with ah for all s ∈ S and a ∈ ,
there is a unique partial iteration semiring morphism Srat〈〈*〉〉 → S′ extending hS and h.
The proof is exactly the same. Theorem27 is applicable for example to the Boolean semiringB (see [8]), and the semirings
k deﬁned in Section 8. However, for rings simpler characterizations exist, cf. [5].
Remark 28. Without the assumption that S is atomistic, we only have the following fact. Suppose that S′ is a partial Conway
semiring satisfying the functorial star implications [8]
Aρ = ρa⇒A*ρ = ρa*
ρTA = aρT ⇒ρTA* = a*ρT
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for all a ∈ D(S′) and A ∈ S′m×m whose entries are in D(S′), and for allm × 1 functional matrices,m ≥ 2. Then, as shown in
[8,11], S′ is a partial iteration semiring satisfying the functorial star implications
Aρ = ρB⇒A*ρ = ρB*
ρTA = BρT ⇒ρTA* = B*ρT
for all A ∈ S′m×m, B ∈ S′n×n whose entries are in D(S′), and for all m × n functional matrices ρ for any integers m, n. As
above, suppose that if two automataA, B in Srat〈〈*〉〉 over (S,) are equivalent thenA ∼ B. Then for any semiringmorphism
hS : S → S′ and function h :  → S′ such that  h ⊆ D(S′) and shS commutes with ah, for all s ∈ S and a ∈ , there is a
unique partial iteration semiring morphism Srat〈〈*〉〉 → S′ extending hS and h.
Remark 29. The set N∞ carries another important semiring structure. Equipped with minimum as addition and addition
as multiplication (and ∞ as the additive identity element and 0 as the multiplicative identity), N∞ is called the tropical
semiring. Theorem 27 and Remark 28 do not apply for the tropical semiring and its variants. Indeed, if we assume that two
automata are equivalent iff they are related by the relation∼, then it follows that equivalence of automata is semidecidable.
Since inequivalence is clearly also semidecidable, it follows that equivalence is decidable, contradicting the results of [32].
7. A reﬂection result
A *-semiring term, or rational expression over a set  is an expression generated by the grammar
t := x | 0 | 1 | t + t | t · t | t*
A term is called constant term or just constant if it contains no occurrence of any letter in. When is the set {x1, . . . , xn}
of “variables”, we call a term t a term in the variables x1, . . . , xn and write t(x1, . . . , xn). When S is a *-semiring and t =
t(x1, . . . , xn) is a term, then t induces a function t
S : Sn → S deﬁned as usual. We say that an identity t = s between terms
t(x1, . . . , xn) and s(x1, . . . , xn) holds in a *-semiring S if t
S = sS . A set E of identities holds in S if each member of the set
holds. In this case, we also say that S is a model of E. Recall from [25] that a variety (or equational class) of *-semirings is a
class of *-semirings which are the models of some set E of identities.
In this section, we describe a universal construction thatwill be used in Section 8 to show that for each set, the iteration
semiring Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by  in the variety of iteration semirings satisfying the following three identities:
1*1*=1* (12)
1*a=a1* (13)
1*(1*a)*=1*a*. (14)
Let V denote a subvariety of the variety of all Conway semirings satisfying these identities, and letW denote the subvariety of
V satisfying the identity 1* = 1. Now each variety of Conway semirings determines a categorywhose objects are the Conway
semirings in that variety andwhosemorphisms are the Conway semiringmorphisms between them. SinceW is a subvariety
of V , the inclusion functorW ↪→ V has a left adjoint, i.e.,W is a reﬂective subcategory of V , cf. [34]. Indeed, for any Conway
semiring S in V , there is a least congruence∼ of S such that S/∼ is inW . Then every morphism from S to a Conway semiring
inW factors uniquely through S/∼. In this section, we ﬁnd a concrete description of S/∼.
Lemma 30. The identity 1∗ = 1∗∗ holds in V.
Proof. Letting a = 1 in (14) we have 1∗1∗∗ = 1∗1∗ = 1∗. Thus, 1∗∗ = 1∗1∗∗ + 1 = 1∗ + 1 = 1∗. 
We want to characterize the following construction, which when applied to a semiring S in V produces a semiring inW .
Construction. Let S be a semiring in V . Let B(S) be the set of all elements in S of the form 1*a, for a in S. Then B(S) contains
0, 1*, and is closed under +, ·, since
1*a + 1*b=1*(a + b)
1*a · 1*b=1*(ab),
by (12) and (13). Also, 1* is a two-sided multiplicative identity, by the same equations. Deﬁne a star operation in B(S) by:
a⊗ :=1*a*. (15)
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Example 31. When S isN∞〈〈*〉〉, B(S) contains those series all whose coefﬁcients are either 0 or∞. As a *-semiring, B(S)
is isomorphic to B〈〈*〉〉.
Lemma 32. The *-semiring (B(S),+, ·,⊗ , 0, 1*) belongs toW.
Proof. Let κS : S → B(S) be the map taking a ∈ S to 1*a ∈ B(S). κS is surjective and preserves all operations. We check just
the star operation.
a*κS=1*a*
=1*(1*a)*, by (14)
=(aκS)⊗, by (15).
Since V is a variety, B(S) is in V . But in fact, by Lemma 30 and (12),
(1∗)⊗ = 1∗1∗∗ = 1∗1∗ = 1∗.
Thus B(S) ∈ W . 
Let ∼S denote the kernel of κS .
Lemma 33. Suppose that S is in V and ≈ is a congruence relation of S such that S/≈ is inW. Then ∼S ⊆ ≈ .
Proof. For any a ∈ S we have a = 1 · a ≈ 1* · a. Then, for any a, b ∈ S with a ∼S b it holds that a ≈ 1*a = 1*b ≈ b. 
Corollary 34. B is a functor V → W , taking the object S ∈ V to B(S) ∈ W , and the morphism h : S → S′ in V to B(h), the
restriction of h to B(S) :
aB(h) = ah = 1*(ah), a ∈ B(S),
which is a morphism B(S) → B(T). Moreover, B is a left adjoint to the inclusion functorW ↪→ V.
The construction gives us the following equational consequence.
Corollary 35. Suppose that s(x1, . . . , xn), t(x1, . . . , xn) are *-semiring terms such that the identity s = t holds in W. Then
1*s = 1*t holds in V.
Proof. Let S be any Conway semiring in V . Suppose that xi is interpreted as ai ∈ S, for i = 1, . . . , n. Then, writing just κ
for κS ,
1*sS(a1, . . . , an)=sS(a1, . . . , an)κ
=sB(S)(a1κ , . . . , anκ)
= tB(S)(a1κ , . . . , anκ)
= tS(a1, . . . , an)κ
=1*tS(a1, . . . , an),
since s = t holds inW . 
Corollary 36. For any *-semiring terms s, t, the equation 1*s = 1*t holds in V iff it holds inW.
Proof. SinceW is included in V , any identity that holds in V holds inW . Conversely, if 1*s = 1*t holds inW , then 1*1*s =
1*1*t holds in V , by Corollary 35. But 1*1* = 1* in V , completing the proof. 
8. A characterization
Throughout this section let V denote the variety of all iteration semirings satisfying (12)–(14). Moreover, letW denote
the variety of all iteration semirings satisfying 1* = 1which is included in V . In this sectionwewill characterize the iteration
semiringsNrat∞〈〈*〉〉 as the free algebras inV .Wewill alsoprove thatV is thevariety generatedby the complete, or continuous
semirings which have a natural star operation.
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The structure of the initial iteration semiring was described in [8]. Its elements are
0, 1, 2, . . . , 1*, (1*)2, . . . , 1∗∗,
ordered as indicated. Sum and product on the integers are the standard operations; the sum and product on the remaining
elements are given by:
x + y=max{x, y}, if x ≥ 1* or y ≥ 1*
(1*)n(1*)p=(1*)n+p
x1∗∗ = 1∗∗x=1∗∗, if x /= 0.
Lastly, the star operation is deﬁned by:
x*=
⎧⎨
⎩
1 if x = 0
1* if x = 1
1∗∗ otherwise.
Identifying 1* and 1∗∗, the resulting congruence collapses the elements
1*, (1*)2, . . . , 1∗∗,
so that the corresponding quotient *-semiring is isomorphic to N∞. Since 1* = 1∗∗ holds in V (Lemma 30) and since N∞
is in V , we have:
Corollary 37. N∞ is initial in V. Moreover, V is the class of all iteration semirings satisfying 1∗∗ = 1*, (13) and (14).
Also, by (8), (1 + a)* = (1*a)*1*, so that in view of (13), equation (14) is equivalent to
(1 + a)*=1*a* (16)
in all Conway semirings. More generally, we have that
(n + a)*=1*a* (17)
holds in V , for any n ∈ N∞, n /= 0 viewed as a term. Also, in view of the other axioms, (14) is equivalent to the simpler
a∗∗ = 1*a* (18)
since (a + 1)* = 1*(a1*)* = 1* + 1*(a1*)+ = 1 + 1* + 1*(a1*)+ = 1 + (a + 1)* = a*a∗∗ + 1 = a∗∗ usingonly theCon-
way identities.
It is clear that for each set , both N∞〈〈*〉〉 and Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 are in V . Each term t over  evaluates to a series |t| in
Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 as usual by interpreting each letter in  as the corresponding series. Since N∞ is initial in V , for any constant
terms s, t we have |s| = |t| iff s and t are equivalent. We may thus identify each constant term with an element of N∞. We
will say that two terms s, t are equivalent if they are equivalent modulo the deﬁning identities of V , i.e., when the identity
s = t holds in V .
The class I of ideal terms is the least class of terms with the following properties.
(1) 0 ∈ I and a ∈ I for all a ∈ .
(2) If s ∈ I and t ∈ I then s + t ∈ I.
(3) If s ∈ I and t ∈ I or t is a constant in N, then st and ts are in I.
(4) If s ∈ I then s+ is in I, where s+ is an abbreviation for ss*.
Lemma 38. When t is ideal, |t| is proper and |t| ∈ N〈〈*〉〉.
The easy proof is omitted. It then follows that each ideal term t also evaluates to a series in the partial iteration semiring
Nrat〈〈*〉〉, and that this series is the same as the evaluation of t in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉.
Lemma 39. For every term t there is an equivalent term of the form tc + t0 + 1*t∞, where tc is a constant in N, t0 is an ideal
term, and t∞ is a term. Moreover, if tc /= 0 then |t∞| is proper.
Proof. This fact is implied by the following claim:
For every term t there is an equivalent term of the form tc + t0 + 1*t∞, where tc is a constant in N∞, t0 is ideal, and |t∞| is
proper.
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Weprove this fact by inductionon the structureof t.When t is 0, 1 or a letter in, our claim is clear. Suppose that t = p + s.
Then t is equivalent to (pc + sc) + (p0 + s0) + 1*(p∞ + s∞). Assumenow that t = ps. If pc , tc ∈ N then using (12) and (13),
t is equivalent to pcsc + (pcs0 + p0sc + p0s0) + 1*((pc + p0)s∞ + p∞(sc + s0) + p∞s∞). If pc = ∞ but sc ∈ N, then t is
equivalent to pcsc + (p0sc + p0s0) + 1*(s0 + (pc + p0)s∞ + p∞(sc + s0) + p∞s∞). The case when pc ∈ N and sc = ∞
is symmetric. Finally, when pc = sc = ∞ then t is equivalent to 1* + p0s0 + 1*(p0 + s0 + (pc + p0)s∞ + p∞(sc + s0) +
p∞s∞).
Finally, assume that t = s*. If sc = 0, then t is equivalent to 1 + s+0 + 1*(s0 + s∞)*s∞s0* as shown by the following
computation using the sum star and product star identities and (12)–(14).
(s0 + 1*s∞)*=s0*(1*s∞s0*)*
=s0*(1 + 1*(s∞s0*1*)*s∞s0*)
=s0* + s0*1*(1*s∞s0*)*s∞s0*
=s0* + s0*1*(s∞s0*)*s∞s0*
=s0* + 1*s0*(s∞s0*)*s∞s0*
=1 + s+0 + 1*(s0 + s∞)*s∞s0*.
If sc /= 0, then using (17) we have that t is equivalent to 1*(s0 + s∞)* = 1* + 1*(s0 + s∞)+. In either case, t = s* is of the
required form. 
As an immediate corollary, we note the following Fatou property:
Corollary 40. If s ∈ Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 and all coefﬁcients of s are in N, then s ∈ Nrat〈〈*〉〉.
In our proof that each iteration semiring Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by  in the variety V we will make use of the
corresponding fact for the Boolean semiring, proved in Krob [30].
Theorem 41. For each ,Brat〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by  inW.
We will use Theorem 41 in the following way. Let  be a set and consider a term t over . It is easy to see by induction
that if 1*t evaluates to a series r inBrat〈〈*〉〉, then in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 it evaluates to the series whose nonzero coefﬁcients are all∞ and whose support is the same as that of r.
We claim that if 1*t and 1*s evaluate to the same series inNrat∞〈〈*〉〉, then the identity 1*t = 1*s holds in V . Since 1*t and
1*s evaluate to the same series in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉, they evaluate to the same series in Brat〈〈*〉〉. Thus, by Theorem 41, 1*t = 1*s
holds inW . By Corollary 36, this implies that 1*t = 1*s holds in V .
Lemma 42. Suppose that t, s are terms over  such that the support of |t| is included in the support of |1*s|. Then t + 1*s is
equivalent to 1*s.
Proof. By the above argument, 1*s = 1*(t + s) = 1*t + 1*s holds in V . Also, t + 1*t = (1 + 1*)t = 1*t holds. Thus,
t + 1*s = t + 1*t + 1*s = 1*t + 1*s = 1*s
holds. 
We now prove a stronger version of Lemma 39.
Lemma 43. For every term t there is an equivalent term of the form tc + t0 + 1*t∞, where tc is a constant in N, t0 is an ideal
term, and t∞ is a term. Moreover, |t0| and |1*t∞| have disjoint supports and if tc /= 0 then |t∞| is proper.
Proof. We know from Lemma 39 that t is equivalent to a term of the form tc + t0 + 1*t∞, where tc ∈ N, t0 is an ideal
term and if tc is not 0 then |t∞| is proper. Now supp(1*t∞) = supp(t∞) is a regular language which we denote by R.
Consider the rational series s0 = |t0| and write it as the sum s1 + s2, where (s1,w) = (s0,w) if w ∈ R and (s1,w) = 0
otherwise, moreover, (s2,w) = (s0,w) if w ∈ R and (s2,w) = 0 otherwise. It is known that s1 and s2 are rational (see [5])
and thus there exist ideal terms t1 and t2 with |t1| = s1 and |t2| = s2. Since |t1 + t2| = s1 + s2 = s0 = |t0|, and since these
terms are ideal, by Theorem 25 we have that t0 = t1 + t2 holds in V . Since the support of |t2| is included in the support
of |1*t∞|, t2 + 1*t∞ = 1*t∞ also holds in V . Summing up, t is equivalent to tc + t0 + 1*t∞ which is in turn equivalent to
tc + t1 + 1*t∞ proving the claim. 
Theorem 44. For each set ,Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by  in V.
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Proof. We have already noted thatNrat∞〈〈*〉〉 is in V . By deﬁnition, generatesNrat∞〈〈*〉〉. But we still have to show that if
two terms over evaluate to the same series, then they are equivalent. But any term t is equivalent to some term of the form
tc + t0 + 1*t∞ where tc is a constant in N and t0 is ideal, and if tc > 0, then |t∞| is proper. Now |t| = |tc| + |t0| + |1*t∞|,
where |tc| ∈ N, |t0| ∈ N〈〈*〉〉 and |1*t∞| ∈ {0,∞}〈〈*〉〉, i.e., each coefﬁcient of the series |1*t∞| is 0 or∞. Moreover, |t0|
and |1*t∞| have disjoint supports, and either |tc| = 0 or |1*t∞| is proper. Thus, if |t| = |s|, then |tc| = |sc|, |t0| = |s0| and|1*t∞| = |1*s∞|. By Corollary 37 we have that tc = sc holds in V . Since t0 and s0 evaluate to the same series in Nrat〈〈*〉〉,
by Theorem 25we have that t0 = s0 holds in V . Finally, by the above discussion, 1*t∞ = 1*s∞ holds in V , proving that t = s
holds. 
Corollary 45. A series s ∈ N∞〈〈*〉〉 is in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 iff s = s0 + s∞ where s0 ∈ Nrat〈〈*〉〉 and all nonzero coefﬁcients of
s∞ ∈ Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 are equal to∞. The series s0 and s∞ may be chosen so that they have disjoint supports.Moreover, a series s, all
of whose nonzero coefﬁcients are equal to ∞, is rational iff its support is regular.
Remark 46. The variety V is not ﬁnitely based, since it has a non-ﬁnitely based subvariety W which has a ﬁnite relative
axiomatizationoverV by the single identity 1* = 1. See also [31]. Likewise, the variety of all iteration semirings is non-ﬁnitely
based.
Remark 47. Consider the congruence relation of the initial iteration semiring S0 that identiﬁes the elements 1*, (1*)
2, . . .
but keeps all other elements intact. The quotient iteration semiring with respect to this congruence satisﬁes (12), and (13)
(by commutativity). On the other hand, (14) does not hold, for otherwise we would have 1* = 1∗∗ in this quotient semiring.
Thus, (14) is independent from the iteration semiring identities and (12) and (13).
Kozen [27] constructed an iteration semiring (in fact a Kleene algebra, see Section 9)which does not satisfy (13) butwhich
satisﬁes 1* = 1. Since it also satisﬁes (12) and (14), it follows that (13) is independent from the iteration semiring identities
and (12) and (14).
Finally, the independence of (12) can be established by considering another congruence relation of S0. Let us identify the
elements (1*)2, (1*)3, . . . , 1∗∗. By commutativity, (13) holds. Also (14) holds, since both sides of this identity evaluate to 1*
for all possible values of a. However, (12) fails.
Recall from [17] that a complete semiring is a semiring S which is equipped with a summation operation
∑
i∈I si for
all index sets I satisfying
∑
i∈∅ = 0, ∑i∈{1,2} si = s1 + s2, moreover, product distributes over all sums and summation is
associative:
a
⎛
⎝∑
i∈I
bi
⎞
⎠=∑
i∈I
abi
⎛
⎝∑
i∈I
bi
⎞
⎠ a=∑
i∈I
bia
∑
j∈J
∑
i∈Ij
ai=
∑
i∈∪j∈J Ij
ai,
where in the last equation the sets Ij are pairwise disjoint. Countably complete semirings are deﬁned in the same with the
additional constraint that all sums are at most countable. Clearly, every complete semiring is countably complete.
An ω-continuous semiring [8] is a semiring S equipped with a partial order such that S is an ω-complete partial order
(ω-cpo) with bottom element 0 and the sum and product operations are continuous, i.e., they preserve the suprema of
ω-chains. A continuous semiring is deﬁned in the same way, it is a cpo with continuous operations such that 0 is the bottom
element. Each ω-continuous semiring is a countably complete semiring with
∑
i∈I
si=sup
⎧⎨
⎩
∑
i∈F
si : F ⊆ I ﬁnite
⎫⎬
⎭ .
Similarly, each continuous semiring is complete. The semiring N∞, equipped with the natural order, is continuous. It is
well-known that equipped with the pointwise order, N∞〈〈*〉〉 is also continuous for each .
When S is countably complete, we can deﬁne a star operation on S by a* = ∑n≥0 an. Since ω-continuous, continuous
and complete semirings are all countably complete, the same deﬁnition applies to these semirings. We point out that the
*-semirings so obtained are all in V . Indeed, it is known that when S is countably complete, then S is an iteration semiring
(cf. [8]). We have that 1* is a countable sum of 1 with itself. Using distributivity, it follows that 1*1* = 1*. By distributivity,
we also have (13). Finally, 1*a* and 1*(1*a)* are both equal to a countable sum
∑
i∈I si containing for each n a countable
number of summands si equal to a
n.
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By the above observations and the fact that the semiringsN∞〈〈*〉〉 are continuous and contain the semiringsNrat∞〈〈*〉〉,
we immediately have:
Corollary 48. Continuous, ω-continuous, complete and countably complete semirings, equipped with the above star operation,
satisfy exactly the identities of the variety V.
Remark 49. As already mentioned in Remark 29, the setN∞ carries another important semiring structure, the structure of
the tropical semiring. It is known that the tropical semiring has a non-ﬁnitely based equational theory, cf. [1]. Krob [32] has
shown that the equality problem for rational power series in two or more letters over the tropical semiring is undecidable.
Rational power series in a single letter over the tropical semiring were treated in [14].
We end this section by pointing out how Theorem 41 can be derived from Theorem 44. When k ≥ 1 is an integer, let k
denote the quotient of the iteration semiring N∞ obtained by collapsing k and ∞ and thus all elements of N∞ at least k .
When k = 1, k is just the Boolean semiring B with star operation 0* = 1* = 1. Our result is:
Theorem 50. For each integer k ≥ 1, krat〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by in the variety of iteration semirings satisfying the identity
1* = k.
Of course, in the statement of the theorem, k also denotes the term 1 + · · · + 1 (k times). Since any iteration semiring
satisfying 1* = k satisﬁes 12,13,14, Theorem 50 is immediate from Theorem 44 if we can show that the least congruence ∼
on Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 which collapses k and 1* collapses any rational series in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 with a series all of whose coefﬁcients are
either less than k or equal to 1*(= ∞). By Corollary 45, it is sufﬁcient to prove this for rational series in Nrat〈〈*〉〉. The rest
of this section is devoted to proving this fact.
Lemma 51. Suppose that s ∈ Nrat〈〈*〉〉 such that any nonzero coefﬁcient of s is at least k. Then s ∼ 1*s.
Proof. Let R = supp(s) which is a regular language in * (cf. [5]), and let r denote the characteristic series of R, so that for
any word w, (r,w) = 1 ifw ∈ R and (r,w) = 0 otherwise. It is known that r is rational (this is true for any semiring, cf. [5])
and thus kr is also rational. Now it is known that t = s − kr is also rational, see Theorem 1.8 in Chapter VII of [5]. It is clear
that kr ∼ 1*r = 1*s. Using this, we have:
s = kr + t ∼ 1*s + t = 1*s. 
Proposition 52. For each integer k and each s ∈ Nrat〈〈*〉〉 there is a series r ∈ Nrat〈〈*〉〉with s ∼ r such that all coefﬁcients
of r are either less than k or equal to 1*.
Proof. In our argument, we will make use of the following known fact from [5]. Given any rational series s ∈ Nrat〈〈*〉〉,
s can be written as a sum of rational series s0 + · · · + sk such that each coefﬁcient of any si with i < k is 0 or i, and each
coefﬁcient of sk is 0 or ≥ k. By the previous lemma, sk ∼ 1*sk , and thus sk is congruent to the rational series s′k such that
(s′k ,w) = 1* if (sk ,w) ≥ k and (s′k ,w) = 0 otherwise. We conclude that s ∼ s0 + · · · + sk−1 + s′k which has the desired
property. 
9. A second characterization
In the previous section, we have characterized the semirings Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 as the free algebras in a non-ﬁnitely based
variety V of *-semirings. Since N∞ has a natural order, N∞〈〈*〉〉may be equipped with the pointwise order. This order on
N∞〈〈*〉〉 is actually the same as the sum order: for all series s, s′ ∈ N∞〈〈*〉〉, s ≤ s′ iff there is a series r with s + r = s′.
Moreover, sinceN∞ is a continuous semiring, cf. e.g. [20], so isN∞〈〈*〉〉. In particular, anymap x → sx + r overN∞〈〈*〉〉
has the series s*r as its least pre-ﬁxed point (since ss*r + r ≤ s*r and for all s′, if ss′ + r ≤ s′ then s*r ≤ s′). Moreover, rs* is
the least pre-ﬁxed point of themap x → xs + r. The semiringNrat∞〈〈*〉〉, equippedwith the pointwise order inherited from
N∞〈〈*〉〉 also has these least pre-ﬁxed point properties. However, in the main result of this section, we will have to work
with the sum order on Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 which is not the same as the pointwise order. It is known that for r, s ∈ Nrat〈〈*〉〉 with
r ≤ s in the pointwise order, the difference s − r may not be rational (see [5]), so that there may not exist a rational series
r′ with r + r′ = s. Since Nrat〈〈*〉〉 = Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 ∩ N〈〈*〉〉, the same holds for Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉. But the above least pre-ﬁxed
point property still holds in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 with the sum order, as will be shown below.
For the rest of this paper, by an ordered semiring we shall mean a semiring S equippedwith a partial order≤ preserved by
sum and product: If a ≤ a′ and b ≤ b′ then a + b ≤ a′ + b′ and ab ≤ a′b′. Following [20], we call a *-semiring an inductive
*-semiring if it is an ordered semiring such that the following hold for all a, b, x ∈ S:
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aa* + 1 ≤ a* (19)
ax + b ≤ x ⇒ a*b ≤ x. (20)
It then follows that for any a, b, a*b is the least pre-ﬁxed point of themap x → ax + b, and is actually a ﬁxed point. Moreover,
it is known that the star operation is also monotone in any inductive *-semiring. A symmetric inductive *-semiring S also
satisﬁes
xa + b ≤ x⇒ba* ≤ x (21)
for all a, b, x ∈ S. In [28], Kozen deﬁnes a Kleene algebra as an idempotent symmetric inductive *-semiring. (Note that if
an ordered semiring S is idempotent, then the partial order is the semilattice order: a ≤ b iff a + b = b.) A morphism of
(symmetric) inductive *-semirings is a *-semiring morphism which preserves the order.
The following result was proved in [20]:
Theorem 53. Every inductive *-semiring is an iteration semiring satisfying 1* = 1∗∗.
We call a (symmetric) inductive *-semiring sum ordered, if its order relation is given by a ≤ b iff there is some c with
a + c = b. Suppose that S is an inductive *-semiring. Since for any x ∈ S, 1x + 0 = x, we have that 0 = 1*0 ≤ x. Thus, 0
is the least element of S and since the order is preserved by addition, x ≤ x + y for all x, y ∈ S, so that the order on S is an
extension of the sum order.
Proposition 54. Any inductive *-semiring satisﬁes (12) and the inequality 1∗a ≤ a1∗. Moreover, any inductive *-semiring
satisfying the inequality a1∗ ≤ 1∗a satisﬁes (14).
Proof. The identity 1* = 1*1* holds by Theorem 53 and the description of the initial iteration semiring.
Now for the inequality 1*a ≤ a1*. We have 1(a1*) + a = a(1* + 1) = a1*. Thus, 1*a ≤ a1*.
Last for (14). On one hand, a ≤ 1*a, and thus a* ≤ (1*a)* and 1*a* ≤ 1*(1*a)*. On the other hand, if a1* ≤ 1*a and thus
(13) hold, then (1*a)(1*a*) + 1* = 1*a+ + 1* = 1*a* and thus 1*(1*a)* = (1*a)*1* ≤ 1*a*. 
Proposition 55. In any symmetric inductive *-semiring S, 1*a = a1* for all a ∈ S.
Proof. We have seen that 1*a ≤ a1*. Since (1*a)1 + a = (1* + 1)a = 1*a, it holds that a1* ≤ 1*a. 
Consider now Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 equipped with the sum order, denoted ≤. We claim that Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 is a symmetric inductive
*-semiring. In [20], it is shown that if an ordered semiring equipped with a star operation is ordered by the sum order, then
it is a symmetric inductive *-semiring iff it satisﬁes aa* + 1 = a* and
ax + b = x ⇒ a*b ≤ x
xa + b = x ⇒ ba* ≤ x.
In order to prove that these properties hold, we describe all solutions of a linear ﬁxed point equation over N∞〈〈*〉〉.
Proposition 56. Let s, r be series in N∞〈〈*〉〉.
(1) If s is proper, then the equation x = sx + r has s*r as its unique solution.
(2) If s = 1 + s0,where s0 is proper, then the solutions of x = sx + r are the series of the form s*r + 1*s+0 t + t,where t is any
series.
(3) If s = k + s0, where s0 is proper and k ∈ N∞, k /= 0, 1, then the solutions of x = sx + r are the series of the form s*r +
1*s0*t = s*(r + t), where t is any series.
Proof. For the ﬁrst claim, see [5]. Assume that s = k + s0 where s0 is proper and k ∈ N∞, k /= 0. Consider the equation
x = f (x), where f (x) = sx + r. Since N∞ is continuous and x ≤ f (x), all solutions can be obtained by starting with a
series t and forming the increasing sequence f n(t), for n ≥ 0, and taking the supremum of this sequence. Since f n(t)
= snt + sn−1r + · · · + r, this gives s*r + supn≥0 snt. But for each n, snt = (k + s0)nt, and using the expansion (k + s0)n =
kn +
(
n
1
)
kn−1s0 +
(
n
2
)
kn−2s20 + · · · + sn0, we obtain that
sup
n≥0
snt=
{
1*s+0 t + t if k = 1
1*s0*t if k > 1.

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Corollary 57. Let s, r be series in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 and consider the equation x = sx + r with least solution s*r. If z is any rational
solution, then there is a rational series p ∈ Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 with z = s*r + p.
Proof. When s is proper, s*r is the only solution and our claim is clear. Assume that s = 1 + s0, where s0 is proper (and
rational). Then the least solution is s*r = 1*s0*r, and any other solution z is of the form z = s*r + 1*s+0 t + t = 1*s0*r +
1*s+0 t + t.We see that z = s*r + z, so if z is rational, then it is the sumof the least solutionwith a rational series. The last case
is when s = k + s0, where s0 is proper and k ∈ N∞, k > 1. Then the least solution is s*r = 1*s0*r, and any other solution z
is of the form z = 1*s0*r + 1*s0*t. We again have z = s*r + z, so that if z is rational, then it is the sum of the least solution
with a rational series. 
Symmetrically, we have:
Corollary 58. Let s, r be series in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 and consider the equation x = xs + r with least solution rs*. If z is any rational
solution, then there is a rational series p ∈ Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 with z = rs* + p.
The main result of this section is:
Theorem 59. For each ,Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 (equipped with the sum order) is freely generated by  in the class of all inductive *-
semirings satisfying a1* ≤ 1*a. In detail, for any inductive *-semiring S satisfying a1* ≤ 1*a and for any function h :  → S
there is a unique inductive *-semiring morphism h : N∞〈〈*〉〉 → S extending h.
Proof. Wehave already proved thatNrat∞〈〈*〉〉 equippedwith the sumorder is an inductive *-semiring satisfying a1* ≤ 1*a.
Suppose that S and h are given. Since S satisﬁes a1* ≤ 1*a, S is an iteration semiring in the variety V described in the
previous section. By Theorem 44, h extends to a morphism h of *-semirings. To see that h is preserves the order, assume
that s, s′ ∈ Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 with s ≤ s′. Then there exists a rational series r in Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 with s + r = s′. Since h preserves
+, also sh + rh = s′h. But the order on S contains the sum order, so that sh ≤ s′h. The fact that h is unique follows from
Theorem 44. 
Corollary 60. For each ,Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by  in the class of all symmetric inductive *-semirings.
Corollary 61. For each,Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉 is freely generated by both in the class of all sum ordered inductive *-semirings satisfying
a1* ≤ 1*a and in the class of sum ordered symmetric inductive *-semirings.
Let k ≥ 1 and consider the *-semiring k. Equipped with the natural order, k is a continuous semiring and thus k〈〈*〉〉
is also a continuous semiring and a symmetric inductive *-semiring. We can write each series s ∈ k〈〈*〉〉 in a unique
way as the sum of series s0, s1, . . . , sk , where each nonzero coefﬁcient in any si is i. (Of course, s0 is the 0 series.) Now by
ﬁniteness, it is known that s is rational iff each si is rational iff the support of each si is regular. Using this, we do not have the
problem encountered in connection with the ordering of Nrat∞〈〈*〉〉, the sum order and the pointwise order are equivalent
on krat〈〈*〉〉. Using Theorem 50 we have:
Theorem 62. For each k ≥ 1, krat〈〈*〉〉 is both the free inductive *-semiring and the free symmetric inductive *-semiring on the
set  satisfying the identity k = k + 1.
Proof. Let S be an inductive *-semiring satisfying k = k + 1. Since 1 ≤ 1* in S, also k ≤ 1*. Since k + 1 = k, also 1* ≤ k.
Thus 1* = k. By Theorem 50, every function  → S extends to a morphism h : krat〈〈*〉〉 → S of iteration semirings. The
extension h is monotone (and unique). 
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